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Where To Buy 2021 Nike Air Force 1 B “3M Snake” Black/Silver-White
DJ6033-001
The Nike Air Force 1 B 3M Snake color scheme, which was first released in 2001, will be back in the near future. This time, the reengraved version of the official picture is released and will be officially released soon. This Nike Air Force 1 B “Reflective
Snakeskin” features a black rolled leather upper with a 3M reflective silver leather overlay, while snakeskin leather Swooshes
stand out on the side. The low-top shoe body is covered with “black/silver”, and the upper is divided into high-grade leather and
reflective covering. The latter is wrapped on the forefoot and covered with a shoelace protector and rear side panel.
Subsequently, black tumbling leather covered the panels, toes and heels. Other details include a white midsole and black rubber
outsole. The shoes continue the original design, with black and silver as the main color. The more prominent design is that the
Swoosh logo on the side of the shoe is embellished with serpentine elements, and with the reflective design hidden in the silver
part, the overall eye-catching degree is bursting. The new Air Jordan 1 High OG University Blue has attracted much attention
because of its North Carolina blue hue and high-quality texture. Recently, this white and blue Air Jordan 1 once again released
the latest physical beauty photos, which will be officially released in February. This color matching uses contrast stitching as the
main feature, with white and blue as the main body with black upper, Swoosh and flying wing details. The temperament is fresh
and pleasant, and the upper foot is also versatile and handsome. The lychee-textured leather and nubuck leather are shaped to
give the shoes a superior texture, which is a pair of excellent new products with both appearance and texture. This year, Nike
Dunk and SB Dunk series are still the most popular shoe types in the shoe circle. Taking advantage of this strong storm, Nike has
continued to update its color scheme recently. This time, a brand new Dunk Low appeared online. This offering of the Nike Dunk
Low GS Tiffany shoe features a Light Smoke Grey leather upper with Black leather overlays, laces, inner lining, and rubber
outsole. Only the side Swoosh, heel embroidery, and woven label bear the signature blue accent, while the rest of the
construction relies solely on neutrals. This new color matching shoe body is spliced in black and gray tones. At first glance, it
looks somewhat similar to the popular panda color. The biggest highlight of the shoes is not the black and gray stitching, but the
Tiffany blue Swoosh details on the side of the shoe. With the same tone logo on the tongue and heel, the whole pair of shoes has
a different freshness.

